Non-SAP Monitoring using OS scripts
With SAP Solution Manager 7.1

Introduction: This guide describes how you can set up and use OS scripts to monitor SAP and nonSAP applications with SAP Solution Manager 7.1 Monitoring and Alerting Infrastructure. With OS
scripts you can set up whatever monitoring you need, completely customized to the monitoring options
available for you non-SAP system.
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PREREQUISITES
Solution Manager LM-Service patch level
The OS script monitoring functionality is available as of Solution Manager 7.1 SP06. To get it working correctly
you need to make sure that you have the minimum required LM-Service patch level deployed. Please refer to
SAP note 1835394 to find the correct LM-Service patch level for your Solution Manager support package.
Install Diagnostics Agent and SAP Hostagent
The OS script is executed and the result is consumed locally by the Diagnostics agent that is installed on the
host for the 3rd party application. Therefore it is necessary to install a Diagnostics agent on the 3rd party host.
Please refer to SAP note 1448655 for the installation guide for the Diagnostics agent. The SAP Hostagent is
usually installed together with the Diagnostics agent. If you want to install the SAP Hostagent separately please
refer to SAP note 1031096.
Create a technical system in Solution Manager
If your managed system is a non-SAP system and doesn’t have SLD data suppliers that make sure it is created
in LMDB automatically, you will have to create a technical system in LMDB manually. How to create a non-SAP
system in LMDB is described in the guide “Creating Unspecific Cluster Systems for TechMon and BPMon in
LMDB” under http://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/TechOps/System+Monitoring+-+How-to+Guides
CREATING THE OS SCRIPT
The OS script you create completely depends on the OS your application is running on. Though there are some
rules when you create the script:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Make sure, that you script runs without user interaction.
You only can pass one line of parameters to the script.
The return values of the script can only be numeric or a string.
The script needs to be executable by the user running the diagnostics agent.

The example below is an easy OS script which you could use to test the setup. The script is written for Windows.
@echo off
set inputpara1=%1%
if %1%a==a set inputpara1=string
if %inputpara1%==text goto string
if %inputpara1%==number goto numeric
if %inputpara1%==rating goto rated
goto end
:string
echo instance ok
exit /B 0
:numeric
echo 747
exit /B 0
:rated
exit /B 1
:end
exit /B 7
We will use this script as an example for our setup.
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Return Values of the OS script
The return value is determined by the developer, but you need to know exactly what the script returns. The
return type must be the same as the data type of the metric, otherwise dumps occur in the data provider
connector and none of the metrics of this agent might work anymore.
If you use the threshold “Already Rated” for the script, then the exit code of the script is evaluated. The exit code
can be set by the command exit /B <code> (e.g. exit /B 0). If the exit code is something different from 0 the
rating is considered red.
SETTING UP THE OS SCRIPT AND THE DIAGNOSTICS AGENT
Placing the OS Script on the host
To be able to use the OS script you have to place it in a folder called “custom_scripts”. The path to this
“custom_scripts” folder is configured in the next section in the diagnostics agent configuration.
For our example we use the folder C:\usr\sap\custom_scripts on Windows. On Unix it would be
/usr/sap/custom_scripts.
The file type has to be either a windows batch file .bat or on Unix an executable shell script .sh (don’t forget to
set it to executable and make sure that the diagnostics agent OS user is allowed to execute the script).
Adjustments to the Diagnostics Agent Configuration
To enable the diagnostics agent to find the file, you have to add the custom_scripts folder location to the
commands.xml in the diagnostics agent configuration.
Go to the Diagnostics Agent Administration, e.g. using the URL:
http(s)://<solman-host>:<solman-port>/smd/AgentAdmin
Switch to the tab “Application Configuration”

In the left hand navigation tree navigate to com.sap.smd.agent.application.remoteos
commands.xml

Application Resources

Check if there was already customizing done for this resource for the agent you plan to use for the non-SAP
application. Select the agent in the scope selection.
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If there is any customizing done, download the customized file from the agent. This way you make sure you don’t
overwrite existing customizing. If no customizing exists for this agent download the default resource using the
Download button above.

Open the xml with an XML editor and adjust the following lines. The content already exists in the default XML,
but you have to adjust the “path” and “param” parameters.

Change it to:
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Make sure you use forward slashes also for Windows paths.
If you want to use OS scripts on Windows and Unix and are sure to always use the same path and windows
drive, you can maintain the entry for Unix as well and upload the command.xml as new global resource. In our
example we will only upload it for our specific agent.
After adjusting and saving the changed file go back to the agent administration. Select the agent for which you
want to upload the file as scope.

Browse for your commands.xml file and upload it to the agent.
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After the successful upload you can see that the resource has been customized.

You have to restart the diagnostics agent for the changes to take effect.
Also if you place a new script in the custom_scripts folder you have to restart the diagnostics agent.
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TESTING THE SETUP
Running your OS Script in the OS Command Console
You can run and test you custom OS script from the OS command console in the Root Cause Analysis
workcenter. To open the OS command console call transaction SM_WORKCENTER and switch to the Root
Cause Analysis workcenter. Go to Host Analysis and select your host from the list. Use the OS Command
Console button to open the console.

Select your non-SAP system from the “System” drop down list1.

Select the group “Custom scripts” and you custom scripts are available.

1

You will only find it in this drop down, if you ran the managed system setup for the Unspecific Cluster System that represents your non-SAP
system first.
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You can enter the parameters for your script and send the command to the remote host.

The result is displayed below.
Below the result you find the tray “History”. In this tray you see all script executions and the return code.

The return code is evaluated if you set the metric to already rated. If the return code differs from 0 it is
considered a red rating.
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CREATING A CUSTOM METRIC
At last you have to create a custom metric to use you OS script in monitoring. Create a custom template to be
able to add the new metric. If you have a non-SAP system, create a template under “Generic Product Version”.
Select the Data Collector
The data collector we will use is the Remote OS script (Push) collector.

It has the following parameters:
OPTION: Here you enter the command line parameters for your OS script
RETURN_TYPE: The return type can either be string or numeric. You have to make sure that the return
type matches the actual return type and also the metric data type!
SCRIPT: Here you enter the name of the script
Set up the custom Metric and the Alert
Go to the template maintenance and switch to your template. Switch to expert mode.
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Switch to change mode and create a new metric.

Enter the necessary information. Make sure that the metric data type matched the return type of the OS script.

On the tab data collection select the Remote OS script (Push) collector and enter the required parameters.
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Select if you want to use the metric for alerting (Event Calculation Engine) or reporting (Business Warehouse) or
for both.

On the Threshold tab you have to maintain the threshold depending on the data type. In our case we have a
string, so we maintain a text threshold.

Enter a technical name on the Others tab.

Click the Next button. So far we don’t have a custom alert for the metric yet. Click the Finish button and save
your template.
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Create a custom alert for the metric.
Enter the required information. Make sure that the category of the alert matches the category of the metric;
otherwise you cannot assign the metric to the alert later on.

Enter the required information.

The only other tab that you have to maintain is the Others tab for the technical name.

Click the Next button and select your custom metric from the list, then click the Finish button.

Don’t forget to save you template.
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Go to the next step and select your non-SAP system from the system list, click Next to assign you template to
the non-SAP system. Click “Assign Templates” and select you template in the drop down box. Then apply and
activate the template.

Result
After successful applying your template you can see the result in the System Monitoring application.

If the threshold is not met an alert is created in system monitoring and in the alert inbox.
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